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Abstract
Tightness tests performed in underground salt caverns used for storing oil and gas are described and assessed. It is proved that,
together with an actual leak, various factors may inﬂuence the results of such test, possibly leading to severe misinterpretation. These
factors include thermal disequilibrium, brine permeation through cavern walls, additional salt dissolution, and transient creep. Their
effects are quantiﬁed. Emphasis is put on ‘‘reverse’’ transient creep. The results of an in situ test, during which most of these effects are
active, are discussed.
r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Tightness is a fundamental prerequisite for many
underground facilities. Natural gas is stored in aquifers
or depleted reservoirs; LPG and compressed air are stored
in unlined galleries; and various hydrocarbons, from
natural gas to crude oil, are stored in salt caverns. There
also are current plans to store nuclear waste and carbon
dioxide in deep geological formations. In most cases, small
leaks will exist in these formations.
Tightness has no absolute nature; rather, it depends
upon the nature of the stored product, the speciﬁc
sensitivity of the environment and economics. When CO2
is stored, for example, absolute tightness is not needed,
because the objective of such storage is to keep the gas
trapped in a geological formation for a deﬁnite period of
time—say, several centuries. As another example, air,
natural gas, butane and propane are not poisonous:
leakage of sufﬁciently diluted natural gas into underground
water has minor consequences with regard to water quality.
The same can be said of small saturated-brine leaks from a
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salt cavern to a salty aquifer. Obviously, these examples
would not apply to crude oil. From the perspective of
ground surface protection, the most signiﬁcant risk of gas
storage is the accumulation of ﬂammable gas near the
surface. In this situation, gases that are heavier than air
(propane, ethylene) are more dangerous than natural gas,
and risks are larger in a densely inhabited area. (Several
examples of gas-storage accidents are described in Ref. [1]).
The economic perspective basically depends on the nature
of the stored products and the speed of stock rotation. For
example, when storing compressed air to absorb dailyexcess electric power, a 1%-per-day loss can be considered
reasonable; when storing oil for strategic reasons, a 1%per-year loss is a maximum acceptable value.
Although tightness is a concern common to all, tightness
assessment depends on the type of storage considered. In
the case of a nuclear waste repository, the objective can be
stated simply in terms of maximum dose rate ingested or
inhaled by an individual living above the repository.
Nuclide migration from the repository to the biosphere is
an exceedingly slow process, spread over hundreds of
centuries, and full-scale testing obviously is out of reach.
Rather, tightness is assessed through a safety case, based
on scenarios that include a comprehensive description of
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events contributing to nuclide transport: canister corrosion, waste dissolution, nuclides migration/retention
through the rock mass, and nuclide dispersion in water
bearing layers. Scenarios use ﬁrst principles, measurement
of physical properties of materials (glass, bentonite, steel,
concrete, rock), natural analogs, expert opinions and,
ultimately, computations performed by dedicated software.
Partial validation through tests performed in underground
laboratories is necessary, but their scale or duration is
essentially small or brief. The safety case allows possible
weaknesses to be identiﬁed, and these weaknesses can be
corrected through an iterative process: the repository
design is modiﬁed, new materials are selected, individual
barriers are enhanced, etc.
In the case of underground storage of hydrocarbons, the
prevention of leaks is based on appropriate selection of
materials (cement, admixtures, casing steel), improvement
in cementing workmanship, use of various well logs, and
the correct design of well architecture. It is not common
practice to perform a safety case. Full-scale testing
generally is considered mandatory, but the fail/pass
criterion is of empirical origin. One thousand barrels per
year (160 m3/year) typically is considered as a maximum
admissible leak rate (MALR) during a tightness test. This
ﬁgure is based neither on the physical understanding of
leak mechanisms nor on the assessment of its consequences
for the quality of potable water (for instance). Rather, this
ﬁgure results from experience: caverns that satisfy this
criterion have proven to have caused no damage; the (few)
caverns that experienced severe leaks had not been tested
properly; and, from a more practical perspective, it makes
no sense to set fail/pass ﬁgures smaller than the resolution
of a test performed in ﬁeld conditions, whose accuracy
generally is not much better than one-third of the abovementioned MALR. How difﬁcult it is to base such criteria
on physical principles is illustrated by back-of-the-envelop
computations. It generally is accepted that leaks from an
underground cavern take place through the cemented
annulus between the last casing string and, in some cases,
through a damaged rock zone in the vicinity of this
annulus. (The salt mass itself generally is considered as
(almost) perfectly tight—see Section 4.5). The crosssectional area of the cement+damaged rock annulus
should be S ¼ 1 m2. Assume that a tightness test is
performed in such conditions and that the head gradient
between the cavern top and an upper-laying aquifer is
grad j ¼ 0.06 MPa/m. (Cavern depth is 1000 m, testing
pressure is 16.2 MPa, aquifer depth is 900 m, and waterhead in the aquifer is 9 MPa.) Steady-state brine ﬂow
through the cement+rock annulus is expected to be
Q ¼ (K/mb)S grad j, where mb is brine dynamic viscosity
(mb ¼ 1.2  103 Pa s), and K is the intrinsic permeability of
the annulus. According to expert opinion, the actual
permeability of a cemented annulus belongs in the range
K ¼ 1022–1015 m2, making the leak rate 1.5  107–
1.5 m3/year. Even the largest computed ﬁgure is much
smaller than the MALR (160 m3/year) based on experience.

It is difﬁcult to believe that the permeability of cement in
dozens of cavern wells is much larger than K ¼ 1015 m2.
To explain the discrepancy between scenarios and actual
leaks, it must be assumed that tightness tests are not
understood well. For instance, it can be argued that a
tightness test, which often lasts 3 days, is transient in
nature, and transient ﬂow is known to be much larger than
steady-state ﬂow; a testing period lasting three days may
seem to be too short. On one hand, testing a cavern for a
longer period is costly; on the other hand, longer tests often
prove that leak rate decreases over time, strongly suggesting that a smaller ‘‘steady-state’’ leak rate would be
reached after some period of time and that the initial 3day testing period is especially demanding when the fail/
pass criterion must be met.
In fact, in this paper, in which cavern behavior during a
tightness test, rather than leakage mechanism, is discussed,
it will be proven that tightness tests are inﬂuenced by many
factors other than leaks. These factors often lead to an
overestimation of the actual leak, a possible explanation of
the discrepancy between scenarios and tests results.
2. Salt-cavern tightness testing
2.1. Characteristics of salt caverns
Salt caverns are deep cavities (from 300 to 2000 m) that are
connected to the ground level through a cased and cemented
well (Fig. 1). One to several strings are set in the well to allow
injection or withdrawal of ﬂuids into or from the cavern.
These caverns are created by solution mining in both bedded

Fig. 1. NLT (left) versus POT (right) leak tests.
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and domal salt formations, and range in volume from 5000 to
1,000,000 m3. They provide chemical plants with brine
(mineral production) or, more commonly, are used to store
hydrocarbons, compressed air or waste. The tightness of a
cavern and its external well components is a fundamental
requirement to ensure that any leak does not cause
contamination of drinking water resources or the unreasonable escape of stored products to the surface. As will be seen
later, rock-salt permeability in most cases is exceedingly small.
The real problem usually is the ‘‘piping’’—that is, the cased
and cemented well that connects the cavern to the ground
surface. Correct and robust well design can prevent most
leakage [2]; in particular, the last two cemented casings ideally
should be anchored in the salt formation, or in the salt and
the overlaying formation when the formation is impermeable.
However, full-scale testing is necessary to ensure that
acceptable tightness exists. Such tests commonly are referred
to as mechanical integrity tests, or MITs. In most countries,
conducting an MIT is a regulatory requirement and must be
performed at various times during a cavern’s life cycle.
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The test pressure (Pt) must be higher than the maximum
operating pressure (PM) and is proportional to casing shoe
depth, or H. The ratio Pt/H is the test gradient (in MPa/m).
For liquid or liqueﬁed storage, the current operating
gradient is 0.012 MPa/m (halmostatic gradient, see below),
and the test gradient typically is Pt/H ¼ 0.015 MPa/m. For
natural gas storage, the maximum operating gradient
typically is 0.018 MPa/m, and the test gradient is
Pt/H ¼ 0.02 MPa/m—i.e., smaller than the geostatic gradient, which is PN/H ¼ 0.022 MPa/m.
In most cases, the cavern brine pressure is halmostatic
before the test. The central string is ﬁlled with saturated
brine with a density of rb ¼ 1200 kg/m3 and is opened to
atmospheric pressure. The initial cavern brine pressure at
casing-shoe depth is P0i ¼ rb gH, where g is the gravitational acceleration constant. At the beginning of the test,
the central string is closed, and brine (or nitrogen) is
injected into the annular space, resulting in a cavern
pressure build-up of p1i , or Pt ¼ P0i þ p1i .
2.3. Bibliography

2.2. Different types of MIT
In general, testing a pressure vessel involves increasing
the pressure in the vessel above the maximum operating
pressure and detecting leaks through records of pressure
evolution. A slightly different test procedure also is
possible in deep salt caverns. The cavern-plus-well system
is similar to the ball-plus-tube system used in a standard
barometer or thermometer. Compared to a huge cavern,
the well appears as a very thin capillary tube, and tracking
movements of a ﬂuid–ﬂuid interface in the well allows
highly sensitive records of cavern ﬂuid-volume changes.
The several types of the MIT currently used are
described below (Fig. 1).





The nitrogen leak test (NLT) consists of injecting
nitrogen into the annular space formed by the last
casing and the central string to develop a nitrogen/liquid
interface in the cavern neck, below the last cemented
casing. The central string and the cavern remain ﬁlled
with brine, and a logging tool is used to measure the
brine/nitrogen interface location. Two or three measurements, generally separated by 24 h, are performed.
Upward movement of the interface is deemed to indicate
a nitrogen leak. Pressures are measured at ground level,
and temperature logs are recorded to allow precise backcalculation of nitrogen seepage.
The liquid leak test (LLT) consists of injecting a liquid
hydrocarbon (instead of nitrogen, as for the NLT) into
the annular space. During the test, attention is paid to
the evolution of the brine and hydrocarbon pressures as
measured at the wellhead. A severe pressure-drop rate is
a clear sign of poor tightness. In addition, the
hydrocarbon can be withdrawn at the end of the test
and weighed, allowing comparison with the weight of
the injected hydrocarbon volume.

The literature addressing cavern-well testing is relatively
abundant. Van Fossan [3] and Van Fossan and Whelply [4]
discuss both the legal and technical aspects of cavern-well
testing and strongly support the NLT. They point out the
signiﬁcance of the minimum detectable leak rate (MDLR)
or the accuracy of the test method. The ATG Manual [5]
describes a method in which a light hydrocarbon is injected
into the annular space to a depth of 15 m below the last
cemented casing shoe. The test pressure is 110% of the
maximum operating pressure. The pass/fail criterion is a
hydrocarbon loss rate smaller than 250 l/day (85 m3/year;
leak rates are computed in the pressure and temperature
conditions prevailing at cavern depth). Heitman [6]
presents a set of case histories that illustrate several
difﬁculties encountered when testing real caverns. Vrakas
[7] discusses the cavern-integrity program used by the US
Strategic Petroleum Reserve, which includes both the NLT
and LLT. During an LLT, results are somewhat erratic; in
several cases, the wellhead pressure rises instead of
decreases. (In hindsight, these results may be attributed
to the effects of brine thermal expansion; see Section 4.2).
Diamond [8] and Diamond et al. [9] propose the ‘‘water–
brine interface method’’, which originally was designed to
test multiple-well caverns operated for brine production.
These caverns are ﬁlled with brine, and the wells are shutin. Soft water then is injected into one well. Because of the
difference between water and brine densities, any upward
displacement of the water–brine interface results in a
pressure drop at the wellhead, which can be compared to
the pressure evolution in a reference brine-ﬁlled well.
Brasier [10] strongly supports the interface method
described by Diamond rather than the standard LLT.
Thiel [11] describes several test methods based on the
measurement of cavern compressibility. He suggests a
1000 bbls/yr (160 m3/yr) MALR. Bérest et al. [2,12] suggest
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distinguishing between the ‘‘apparent leak’’, the ‘‘corrected
leak’’ and the ‘‘actual leak’’ (see Section 3.3). Bérest et al.
[2] performed an NLT and simulated artiﬁcial leaks by
withdrawing calibrated amounts of ﬂuid from the closed
cavern to assess NLT accuracy. Remizov et al. [13] propose
two pass/fail criteria: (1) the leak rate must be smaller than
20–27 l/day when testing with a liquid or 50 kg/day when
testing with gas; and (2) the pressure drop rate during an
LLT must become constant and be smaller than 0.05% (of
the test pressure) per hour. Branka et al. [14] and Edler et
al. [15] describe innovative methods in which the central
string is equipped with a weep hole: a testing ﬂuid is
injected into the annular space, and periodic searches for
overﬂow are conducted to assess changes in the volume of
the testing ﬂuid. Thiel and Russel [16] propose an LLT
method for testing caverns in the state of Kansas, where
the salt formation is thin and shallow, preventing a welldeﬁned cavern neck—a prerequisite for any NLT method.
The Solution Mining Research Institute (SMRI), an
association of companies and consultants involved with
salt caverns, has promoted research in the MIT ﬁeld,
including: the CH2 M HILL report [17], which provides a
practical description of the NLT; a report by Crotogino
[18], who proposes standards for the MDLR and the
MALR (150 kg of nitrogen per day); a report by Nelson
and Van Sambeek [19] that addresses the issue of MIT
techniques that can be implemented for gas-ﬁlled storage
caverns; and a report by Van Sambeek et al. [20], whose
main conclusions are presented in this paper.

pressure increases by pi. An example of such cavern
compressibility measurement is given in Fig. 2. The slope
of the curve (injected liquid volume versus wellhead
pressure) is called the cavern compressibility (in m3/MPa
or bbls/psi), vinj ¼ bVcpi. Cavern compressibility, bVc, can
be expressed as the product of the cavern volume, Vc
(which also is the brine volume, Vc ¼ Vb, when no
hydrocarbon is stored), and a compressibility factor, b.
This factor does not depend upon the size of the cavern. A
typical value is b ¼ 45  104/MPa [21]. In a brine-ﬁlled
cavern, the compressibility factor, b ¼ bc+bb, is the sum of
the compressibility factor of brine (bb ¼ 2.7  104/MPa)
and the compressibility factor of the cavern alone, bc. This
cavern compressibility factor depends on cavern shape and
the elastic properties of the rock mass: it is bc ¼ 3(1+n)/2E
for an idealized spherical cavern, and more in a ‘‘ﬂat’’
cavern. A typical value is bc ¼ 1.3  104/MPa. Additional
comments can be found in Bérest et al. [21].

3. Modelling the MIT

wh
Qapp ¼ bV c P_ b ,

3.2. Apparent leak
Testing the tightness of a salt cavern involves recording
the decrease of wellhead pressure (LLT) or tracking a ﬂuid
interface in the well (NLT). The pressure decrease rate, or
the interface velocity, then must be converted into a ‘‘ﬂuid
leak rate’’. In fact, the simplest calculation procedure yields
the apparent leak rate, Qapp, which can be deﬁned as
follows.
During an LLT, the apparent leak rate is

wh
P_ b

3.1. Cavern compressibility
Cavern compressibility results from the elastic properties
of both the stored products and the ‘‘box’’ (i.e., the cavern)
in which the products are stored. When a certain volume of
liquid, vinj¸ is injected into a closed cavern, the wellhead

(1)
wh
P_ b o0—i.e.,

(in most cases,
the wellhead
where
pressure drops and Qapp40) is the wellhead-pressure
decrease rate as measured in the tubing.
During an NLT, the apparent leak rate is
_
Qapp ¼ Sh,

Fig. 2. Measurement of cavern compressibility.

(2)
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_
where h_ (in most cases, ho0—i.e.,
the nitrogen/brine
interface rises, and Qapp40) is the nitrogen/brine interface
displacement rate, and S is the annular cross-sectional area
at interface depth (or h). For this reason, an NLT can be
effective only when the cavern neck is consistent—i.e.,
when S ¼ S(z) is known and (dS/dz)/S is small.
3.3. Apparent, actual and corrected leaks
Several different mechanisms, of which the actual leak is
one, combine to produce ﬂuid-pressure decreases or
interface movements. The combined effects of these
mechanisms may lead to an over- or under-estimation of
the leak. Several of these mechanisms can be identiﬁed
clearly and quantiﬁed precisely. Field data can be corrected
for the effects of these mechanisms, leading to better
estimation of the leak. The following must be distinguished: (a) the apparent leak rate (Qapp), which is deduced
directly from the observed pressure decrease rate or
interface displacement rate, as explained above; (b) the
corrected leak rate (Qcorr), obtained when the effects of
known and quantiﬁable mechanisms contributing to the
apparent leak are taken into account; and the actual leak
rate (Qact).
An example of this is provided in Fig. 3. A test,
supported by the SMRI, was performed on the SPR2
cavern, which is located at the Carresse storage site
operated by Total in South-eastern France. On September
15, 2005, pressure was increased rapidly, as it is at the
beginning of an MIT test. (However, pressure change, or
p1i ¼ 0:2 MPa, was smaller than in a standard MIT.)
During the nine hours following injection, the average
pressure-drop rate was 19 kPa/day. Because cavern
compressibility is 3.97 m3/MPa (Fig. 2), an apparent leak
rate of 75 l/day could be inferred from the measurements.
In fact, two months later, it was observed (Fig. 3) that the
cavern pressure increased again (the effect of brine thermal
expansion, see Section 3.3), proving that (a) the initial
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pressure-drop rate was transient; and (b) no or minute leak
existed in this cavern.
3.4. Relation between an actual leak and an apparent leak
Let Q be the sum of the change rates in cavern or ﬂuid
volume (other than the actual leak rate) that may
contribute to an apparent leak. (Q40 when the considered
mechanisms yield an overestimation of the leak; it is
assumed that Q is exactly known, so the corrected leak
equals the actual leak.) The signiﬁcance of Q and several
examples will be discussed below. Two cases are considered.
During an LLT, the relation simply is
Qapp ¼ Qact þ Q.

(3)

During an NLT, things are a little more complicated:
!
1
1
Q
Q
þ
(4)
Qapp ¼ act þ
bV c bg V g
bg V g bV c
as explained in Appendix A, where bVc is the cavern
compressibility and bgVg is the nitrogen column compressibility.
In Section 2.2, it was noted that the test pressure was
proportional to cavern depth, Pg/H ¼ rtg. The gas
(isothermal) compressibility factor, bg, is inversely proportional to gas pressure at interface depth, or 1/bg ¼ rtgh,
and hEH; the gas volume is also approximately proportional to interface depth, Vg ¼ Sh, where S is the average
cross-sectional area of the annular space, which results in
1/bgVg ¼ rtg/S For a liquid storage cavern, rtg ¼ 0.
015 Mpa/m, a typical cross-sectional area value is
S ¼ 3  102 m2 and rtg/S ¼ 0.5 MPa/m3. The cavern
compressibility factor typically is b ¼ 4  104/MPa. When
the cavern is not small (say, Vc450,000 m3) and
H ¼ 1000 m, 1/bgVg ¼ 0.5 MPa/m3 is larger than 1/bVco
0.05 MPa/m3 and QappEQact. (In other words: brine is
stiffer than gas by two orders of magnitude, but the volume
of brine is larger than the volume of gas by three orders of
magnitude or more, making a gas-ﬁlled well much stiffer
than a brine-ﬁlled cavern.) In a not-too-small cavern, the
NLT is much more accurate than the LLT, as QappEQact
instead of Qapp ¼ Qact+Q.
3.5. A comment on MIT interpretation

Fig. 3. Shut-in pressure test in the SPR2 cavern.

An objective of this paper is to describe and assess
current practice in MIT interpretation, and to prove that it
may lead to inaccurate results. In fact, a more precise
interpretation can be reached when pressure evolution is
measured at the wellhead both in the central tubing and in
the annular space, a technique reminiscent of the method
proposed by Diamond [8]. Comparison between these two
evolutions allows a correct assessment, provided that
cavern neck be consistent, see Refs. [2,20].
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4. Identiﬁcation of factors contributing to an apparent leak
4.1. Introduction
In addition to an actual leak, several phenomena
contribute to the evolution of brine pressure in a closed
cavern. The ﬁrst group of such phenomena are pre-existing:
ground and air temperature variations, atmospheric
pressure variations, Earth tides and brine thermal expansion. The three ﬁrst phenomena are more or less periodic
(see Fig. 3), and their effects are small; they can easily be
taken into account by computing empirical correlation
coefﬁcients (and/or time lags) between, for instance,
atmospheric pressure variations and wellhead pressure
ﬂuctuations [11].
More signiﬁcant is brine thermal expansion, whose
volumetric rate is Qth (Caverns are created by circulating
cold soft water in a deep salt formation in which the
geothermal temperature is warm), and cavern-volume
change rate due to pre-existing salt creep, or Qpre
cr . These
phenomena result in an increase in brine volume and a
decrease in cavern volume, respectively, and they hide, at
least partially, the actual leak. They will be addressed in
Sections 4.2 and 5.
A second group consists of test-triggered phenomena.
A comprehensive account of these phenomena is provided in
Ref. [20]. They include transient brine permeation through
the salt formation, additional dissolution, brine cooling
following a rapid pressure change and transient salt creep,
whose rates are Qperm, Qdis, Qad and Qtr
cr , respectively.
According to the Le Chatelier (or Braun) principle, these
test-triggered phenomena tend to restore the pre-existing
pressure. They make the apparent leak (apparent leak
rate ¼ Qapp) greater than the actual leak. This will be
addressed in Sections 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 5.
All these phenomena can be assessed, allowing a
‘‘corrected leak’’ rate, or Qcorr, to be computed via Eqs
(3) when
tr
Qcorr ¼ Qapp þ Qth þ Qpre
cr  Qcr  Qad  Qperm  Qdis

(5)

(In general, all quantities Qi are positive. The rate
associated with cavern creep is split into two parts: the
creep rate that pre-existed the test; and the additional
transient creep rate following the pressure change at the
tr
beginning of the test—Qpre
cr and Qcr , respectively.) Below,
we quantify the mechanisms that might contribute to the
apparent leak and which, when properly accounted for, can
reduce the gap between the observed and the actual leak.
4.2. Brine thermal expansion
The temperature of rock increases with depth:
T R ¼ T 0R þ G th z, where Gth is the geothermal gradient, a
typical value being TR ¼ 45 1C at a depth of 1000 m.
However, caverns are leached out using soft water pumped
from lakes, rivers or shallow aquifers with colder temperatures. Brine temperature at the end of leaching, T 0i , is close

to the soft water temperature and signiﬁcantly lower than
the rock temperature. (Additional comments and references can be found in Ref. [22].)
When a cavern remains idle after leaching is completed,
the initial temperature difference slowly resorbs with time,
due to heat conduction in the rock mass and heat
convection in the cavern. Appropriate heat-transfer equations can be written as follows:
qT
¼ kth
salt DT,
qt
Z

rb C b T_ i dO ¼

O

T i ðtÞ ¼ T wall

Z
qO

and

Tðx; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ T R

K th
salt qT=qn da,
Tðx ¼ 1; tÞ ¼ T R ,

and

T i ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ T 0i ,

ð6Þ

where T is the temperature in the rock mass, and Ti is the
cavern brine temperature; at the cavern wall,
T ¼ Ti ¼ Twall. The ﬁrst equation holds inside a rock-salt
mass. (kth
is the thermal diffusivity of salt,
salt
6 2
kth
m =s). The second equation is the boundsalt  3  10
ary condition at the cavern wall, see also Section 4.4.
th
(K th
salt ¼ k salt rsalt C salt is the thermal conductivity of rock
th
salt: K salt ¼ 6 W=m= C is typical; and rbCb ¼ 4.8  106
J/m3/1C is the volumetric heat capacity of brine.) The third
equation stipulates that rock temperature at the cavern
wall is equal to the average brine temperature in the
cavern—a reasonable assumption, as thermal convection
effectively stirs the brine in a cavern. The fourth equation
stipulates that rock temperature at any point x is not
changed signiﬁcantly during the period of cavern creation.
In most cases, a storage cavern experiences frequent
product injections and withdrawals that generate additional heat transfer; hence, Eqs. (6) must be modiﬁed
accordingly. The exact temperature evolution can be
predicted easily through numerical computation. In some
cases, computation is unneccesary, as temperature evolution can be measured before a test by a temperature gauge
set in the cavern (Fig. 4; however in a large cavern brine
warming is an exceedingly slow process and assessing
temperature evolution is a difﬁcult task). Returning to the
simple case of an idle cavern (Eqs. 6), back-of-the-envelope
estimations can be reached easily: dimensional analysis
proves that heat transfer in the rock mass is governed by
th
2
one characteristic time, tth
where R is
c ¼ R =pksalt ;
2=3
2
defined by V c ¼ 4pR3 =3, or tth
ðyearsÞ

V
c
c ðm Þ=800.
The second equation of Eqs. (6) provides a second
th
characteristic time, or t0 th
c ¼ tc =w; w ¼ rsalt C salt =rb C b however, this second characteristic time is of the same order of
magnitude as tth
c , and must not be used. For a roughly
spherical cavern, 2tth
c is the time after which 75% of the
initial temperature difference has been resorbed (more than
75% when the cavern is not spherical). When Vc ¼
8,000 m3, 2tth
c  1 year. In a opened cavern, a temperature
increase leads to thermal expansion and brine outﬂow at
ground level, Qth ¼ ab V c T_ i , where ab is the brine thermal
expansion coefﬁcient, abE4.4  104/1C [23]. In other
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Fig. 4. Cavern temperature measurement performed in the SPR2 cavern
in 2002.

words, when the initial difference between rock mass
temperature and brine temperature is T R  T 0i , the average
brine-volume increase rate during a 2tth
c -long period would
be
3
0
th
Qav
th ðin m =dayÞ ¼ 0:75 ab V c ðT R  T i Þ=2tc
0
¼ kV 1=3
c ðT R  T i Þ,

k ¼ 3:6  104 m2 = C=day

ð60 Þ

with Vc in m3 and T R  T 0i in 1C.
For example, Vc ¼ 8000 m3, T R  T 0i ¼ 20 1C and
av
Qth ¼ 0.144 m3/day, or 53 m3/year. It should be
3
3
Qav
th ¼ 212 m /year in a cavern with Vc ¼ 500,000 m . Note
that during an LLT, the average pressure increase rate in a
closed cavern due to brine warming is P_ i ¼ Qav
th =bV c ,
where b is the compressibility factor. The pressure build-up
rate resulting from brine thermal expansion is faster in a
smaller cavern (0.045 MPa/day in the example above). All
these ﬁgures hold for the average evolution over a 2tth
c -long
period after leaching is completed, and, in fact, rates are
faster at the beginning of the period when t5tth
c and slower
when t  2 tth
c .
Note that, in contrast to the four phenomena described
below, brine thermal expansion makes the apparent leak
smaller than the actual leak—i.e., thermal expansion hides
some part of the actual leak. In the example above, the leak
rate potentially hidden by thermal expansion is 53 m3/yr,
compared to the maximum admissible rate, which typically
is 160 m3/year. As a general rule, brine-warming effects are
especially effective when the cavern is young (t=tth
c is small),
large (Vc is large), deep (T R  T 0i is large) or when the
cavern has recently been the seat of large injections/
withdrawals.
Brine thermal expansion (or contraction) can also take
place in the well. However the well radius (r0) is small, the
associated characteristic time or twell
¼ r20 =pkth
c
rock is short
(say, 1 h, when r0 ¼ 15 cm and when the well is ﬁlled with
liquids), and thermal equilibrium is rapidly reached.
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Consider a H ¼ 1000-m well; temperature is 15 1C at
ground level and 45 1C at a 1000-m depth, making the
average brine temperature in the central tube 30 1C. The
central tube cross-sectional area is, say, S ¼ 2  102 m2.
Cavern compressibility is bV ¼ 4 m3/MPa. Brine is rapidly
injected at the beginning of the test to build up cavern
pressure by p1i ¼ 5 MPa. After such an injection, the well is
ﬁlled with (cold) injected brine (as bVp1i XSH). If injected
brine temperature is, say, 15 1C (i.e., ground temperature),
the average well brine temperature is colder than the rock
mass temperature by dT ¼ 15 1C. Well brine warms up and
brine density lowers by abrbdT, or 8 kg/m3. Even when
cavern pressure remains constant, wellhead pressure builds
up by abrbdTgHE80 hPa, ‘‘hiding’’ a 0.32 m3 leak during
the well-brine warming period (say, 4 h; during this brief
period of time, the apparent leak rate is several hundreds of
m3/year). Such a misinterpretation can simply be avoided
by waiting 24 h after brine injection before performing test
interpretation.
4.3. Additional dissolution
4.3.1. Introduction
Together with transient creep, additional dissolution is
the most signiﬁcant ‘‘test-triggered’’ phenomenon. The
amount of salt that can be dissolved in a given mass of
water is an increasing function of brine pressure (and
temperature). Pressure build-up in a closed cavern ﬁlled
with saturated brine leads to additional dissolution; in the
process, the increase in brine volume is smaller than the
dissolved-salt volume, more room is provided to the cavern
brine, and the brine pressure drops. A new equilibrium is
reached after several days. The magnitude of the pressure
drop is easy to quantify, but assessing additional dissolution kinetics is more difﬁcult.
4.3.2. General equations
Consider a cavern ﬁlled with saturated brine. Cavern
volume, brine volume, cavern brine pressure, saturated
brine concentration and density are V 0c ; V 0b ; P0i ; c0sat ; r0sat ,
respectively. (Brine concentration, c, is the ratio between
the salt mass and the (water+salt) mass in a given volume
of brine.) At the beginning of the process, V 0c ¼ V 0b . Then,
a volume of ﬂuid, or vinj40, is injected into the cavern,
and cavern pressure rapidly increases to P0i þ p1i . p1i is
related to the injected volume, vinj, through the cavern
compressibility relation, vinj ¼ bV 0c p1i ; b ¼ bc þ bb (see
Section 3.1).
In these new pressure conditions, brine is no longer
saturated, as brine concentration and density are both
functions of brine pressure: csat  c0sat ¼ c0sat cpi , and
rsat  r0sat ¼ r0sat as pi . Unsaturated brine density is a function of concentration and pressure; in the following, a
linearized expression is accepted:



a s  bb 
0
0
0
c  csat ,
rb  rsat ¼ rsat bb pi þ 0
(7)
csat c
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where c0sat ¼ 0:2655, r0sat ¼ 1200 kg/m3, as ¼ 3.16  104/
MPa and c ¼ 2.6  104/MPa. (These ﬁgures are from the
ATG Manual [5] and hold for a solution of pure water and
pure NaCl. In these same conditions, bb ¼ 2.57  104/
MPa. When an actual cavern is considered, these ﬁgures
are considered as indicative rather than exact.) Salt
dissolution now takes place, the above-mentioned quantities are Vc, Vb, P0i þ pi , c, rb and V_ b ¼ Qdis 
bb V b p_ i þ v_salt .
The salt-mass balance equation and the brine-mass
balance equation can be written as
V b rb c ¼ V 0b r0sat c0sat þ rsalt vsalt ,
V b rb ¼ V 0b r0sat þ rsalt vsalt ,

ð8Þ

where rsaltvsalt is the mass of dissolved salt, and salt density
is rsalt ¼ 2160 kg/m3.
The change in cavern volume, V c  V 0c , results from the
creation of new void, vsalt, and from the cavern volume
increase,
Z t
pre
V c  V 0c ¼ vsalt þ bc V 0c pi þ
ðQtr
(9)
cr  Qcr Þdt,
0

where for instance bc ¼ 1.3  104/MPa. Cavern volume
also is the sum of brine volume, injected volume and
changes in brine or cavern volumes generated by such
phenomena as actual leaks, brine permeation, brine
preexisting expansion and adiabatic contraction:
V c ¼ V b þ ninj  n;

pre
n_ ¼ bV c p_ i  Qdis  Qtr
cr þ Qcr .

(10)
Combining Eqs. (8) through (11) leads to
bpi ¼

where
MPa.

c_V 0b
;
cc0sat

vsalt ¼

v_salt ¼ gV 0b ðcsat  cÞ,

(12)

where g is an empirical constant that depends on cavern
shape, cavern volume, geothermal gradient, etc. From this
relation and Eq. (11), the following can be inferred:


cc0sat ninj  n
dis
0


_
tc c ¼ csat  c þ
,
bc þ as  o V 0b

 rsalt as þ bc  o
0
.
ð13Þ
g
where 1=tdis
c ¼ 1  csat
b
r0b
A characteristic time of tdis
c ¼ 2.5 days was selected, but it
should be remembered that, currently, little evidence is
available to support this somewhat arbitrary choice.
Consider, now, an LLT test. During the initial injection,
brine pressure builds to p1i ; later, various effects (preexisting or test-triggered) develop [v(0) ¼ 0, v(t)40], and
the solution of differential Eq. (13) is
(
)


inj
dis
0
n
1

expðt=t
Þ
cc
c
sat

c  c0sat ¼ 


R
bc þ as  o V 0b  0t vðtÞ exp ðt  tÞ=tdis
dt
c
(14)
which means that c_40 (hence, Qdis40) at the beginning of
the test, when v(t), or the cumulated effects contributing to
the apparent leak, is small. Consider, for instance, v ¼ 0
(only dissolution considered):


a s  o  bb 1 
p 1exp t=tdis
c
bc þ as  o i



¼  0:043p1i 1  exp t=tdis
c

pi ðtÞ  p1i ¼ 

and Qdis ¼ bV 0c p_ i ¼ 0:18 m3 =day after 1 day in a cavern
with V 0c ¼ 8000 m3 .

ninj  n c  c0sat

ðas  o  bb Þ
cc0sat
V 0b

Qdis ¼  ðas  bb  oÞ

by the following relation:

V 0b r0sat c  c0sat
, ð11Þ
rsalt 1  c0sat

o ¼ ð1  r0sat =rsalt Þc0sat c=ð1  c0sat Þ ¼ 0.416  104/

4.3.3. Dissolution rate
The dissolution rate must be assessed. A precise
mathematical description of the dissolution process is not
easily achieved. Cavern brine is stirred by a perennial
convection ﬂow whose driving force is the geothermal
gradient. Additional dissolution, then, is governed by
convection/diffusion inside the boundary layer at cavern
wall and throughout the brine body. Fick’s law of
diffusion, which holds for small concentrations, is probably
invalid in the context of (almost) saturated brine. In such a
context, when a process cannot be computed, ﬁeld
measurements (e.g., of cavern pressure evolution) often
provide helpful empirical data. However, with regard to
the transient effects following pressure build-up, the effects
of additional dissolution and transient creep intermingle,
and a separate evaluation of each effect is difﬁcult. Thus,
we propose to describe the additional dissolution process

4.4. Adiabatic pressure increase in a cavern
When pressure is increased rapidly in a ﬂuid-ﬁlled cavern
(adiabatic compression), the cavern ﬂuid experiences an
instantaneous temperature increase. This temperature
increase is a fraction of a degree Celsius. Fig. 5 provides
an example of this. (Note, however, that in the case
described in Fig. 5, cavern pressure is lowered instead of
increased, resulting in a temperature decrease rather than
an increase.) In an oil-ﬁlled cavern at the Manosque
storage site, operated by Geosel, pressure was lowered by
p1i ¼ 3:2 MPa from January 14–31, resulting in an oil
temperature decrease of W1i ¼ 0:48  C (or more, as
temperature was measured a couple of weeks after the
pressure change; note that the 17-day period during which
pressure is lowered progressively can be considered as
‘‘instantaneous’’ when compared to the characteristic time
that governs cavern temperature evolution; see Section
4.2). Though small, the temperature increase may be
signiﬁcant, because it is achieved over a short period of
time: it is followed by brine cooling and a subsequent
pressure drop in a closed cavern. This transient pressure
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Fig. 5. Cavern temperature evolution as measured in a large oil-ﬁlled cavern. After depressurization, temperature is lower, and the temperature change
rate is faster.

drop is quite fast for a couple of days and, in a tightness
test, may lead to misinterpretation.
The ﬁrst law of thermodynamics states that any change
in the internal energy of a body is the sum of the amount of
heat received by the body and the amount of work
performed on the body. In other words, the second
equation of Eq. (6) must be written more precisely:
Z
Z


rb C b T_ i  ab T i p_ i dO ¼
K th
(15)
salt qT=qn da,
O

qO

where Ti is brine (absolute) temperature, and ab is the brine
thermal expansion coefﬁcient. During a slow process, the
additional term (ab T i p_ i ) can be neglected. Conversely,
when a rapid pressure change is considered, the surface
integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (15) can be neglected,
and the instantaneous brine temperature change, W1i ,
resulting from a rapid pressure change of p1i is


(16)
W1i ð CÞ ¼ ab T i =rb C b p1i ðMPaÞ:
For a brine-ﬁlled cavern, ab ¼ 4:4  104 = C; T i  300 K,
and
the
instantaneous
temperature
change
is
W1i ð CÞ ¼ 2:9  102 p1i ðMPaÞ, or W1i ¼ 0:15 C when p1i ¼
5 MPa ðor 700 psiÞ: (The temperature change is larger when
the cavern is ﬁlled with oil, as a04ab and r0C0orbCb).
This temperature change is followed by a cooling process
that is governed by the equations described in Eqs. (6).
Because heat transfer equations are linear, the additional
temperature evolution resulting from the initial adiabatic
compression can be considered on its own and can be
added to the pre-existing temperature evolution. The
duration of the test is a few days, a very short period

compared to the characteristic time, tth
c ; it can be assumed
that during this short interval of time, relative temperature
changes are small and, for a spherical cavern of radius R, a
closed-form solution can be adopted:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3wab T i 1
th
Wi ðtÞ  Wi ð0Þ ¼ 
pi t=tth
c þ 2 t=tc
prb C b
th
2
tth
c ¼ R =pksalt .

ð17Þ

6 2
2
2
Taking w¼0.42, kth
m =s; tth
c ðdaysÞ ¼ 1:23 R ðm Þ
salt ¼ 310
leads to:

1:2  10
W_ i ðtÞ  
RðmÞ

2

p1i ðMPaÞ=

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tðdaysÞ

or, when R ¼ 12 m, p1i ¼ 5 MPa, W_ i ðtÞ ¼ 0.005 1C/day after
1 day and 0.0025 1C/day after 4 days. After 1 day in an
8000-m3 cavern, the brine volume contraction is
Qad ¼ ab V c y_ i , or 1.76  102 m3/day (6.4 m3/year).
4.5. Brine permeation through the rock mass
In the context of a tightness test, it is believed that leaks
occur mainly through the cemented casing, but leaks
through the formation itself must be assessed. Pure rock
salt exhibits very low permeability: in situ permeability
21
magnitudes as small as K hyd
21019 m2 are resalt ¼ 10
ported. (An example of this, along with relevant references,
can be found in Ref. [22]). Steady-state leaks through the
cavern wall (i.e., when the cavern remains idle during a
long period of time) are extremely small. However,
transient leaks following rapid pressure build-up may be
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signiﬁcant. To make simple estimations, we assume that
Darcy’s law holds for ﬂuid ﬂow through porous media, the
hydraulic and mechanical processes are uncoupled, and
natural pore pressure before the test in the rock mass is
halmostatic, i.e., the pore pressure equals the cavern
pressure as it was before the test began.
The incremental pore pressure increase is deﬁned as
p(r,t) ¼ PporeP0, where P0 is the initial pore pressure
(12 MPa at a depth of 1000 m). As a consequence, the
incremental pore pressure evolution can be described by
qp
¼ khyd
salt Dp,
qt
Z
Qperm ¼
qO

Few other rocks have given rise to such a comprehensive
set of laboratory experiments. The motivation for this rise
has been the needs of salt mining, hydrocarbon storage
and, above all, nuclear waste storage. The interested reader
is invited to refer to the ﬁve proceedings of the Conferences
on the Mechanical behavior of Salt [25–29]. Obviously, a
full description of these efforts is beyond the scope of this
paper, so we will focus on the main results that are widely
accepted by rock mechanics experts.



pð1; tÞ ¼ 0 and pi ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼

khyd
salt

5.1. The mechanical behavior of salt samples

K hyd
salt qp=qn da,

pi ðtÞ ¼ pwall ,

where

5. Steady-state and transient creep

p1i ,

2
K hyd
salt ðm Þ is the salt
hyd
MK salt =mb ðm2 =sÞ is

ð18Þ



matrix intrinsic permeability,



¼
the hydraulic diffusivity,
mb(Pa s) is the brine dynamic viscosity, M (Pa) is the Biot’s
modulus, and Qperm(m3/s) is the brine ﬂow rate through the
cavern wall. This system is very similar to system (6), which
governs brine temperature evolution; however, in sharp
contrast with system (6), constants such as
hyd
khyd
salt or M; K salt or S hyd are not well known, making any
quantitative assessment difﬁcult. Here, again, we assume
that the test duration, which is a few days, is small when
compared to the hydraulic characteristic time, thyd
¼
c
mb R2 =pMK hyd
:
Then,
for
the
simple
case
of
a
spherical
salt
cavern, a closed-form solution can be reached:
Qperm ¼ Qss
perm 1 þ

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
thyd
c =t ,

(19)

hyd 1
where Qss
perm ¼ 4pRK salt pi =mb is the steady-state ﬂow. This
ﬂow is especially signiﬁcant when (a) the rock permeability
is large, or (b) the cavern volume is large. However, even in
19
the somewhat extreme case when K hyd
m2 , the
salt ¼ 10
steady-state ﬂow is small: when p1i ¼ 5 MPa, Vc ¼ 8000 m3
3
and mb ¼ 1.2  103 Pa s, we get Qss
perm ¼ 2 m =year, a
ﬁgure that is negligible in the context of a tightness test.
The transient ﬂow rate is faster. The duration of a tightness
test is always smaller than thyd
 42 days when 1/M ¼
c
6
6  10 /MPa (Assessing the Biot’s modulus of rock salt is
difﬁcult. Following Cosenza et al. [24] we assumed
1/M ¼ (bf)/Ks+f/Kf, 1/Kf ¼ bf ¼ 2.7  104/MPa, 1/Ks ¼
0.4  104/MPa (salt matrix compressibility), b ¼ 0.1 (Biot
coefﬁcient) and f ¼ 1% (porosity). After one day and
considering again the above-mentioned ﬁgures, we get:

Qperm  Qss
perm 1 þ

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
thyd
c =t



In the long term, rock salt ﬂows, even under very small
deviatoric stress.
Creep rate is a highly non-linear function of applied
deviatoric stress and temperature.
Steady-state creep is achieved after several weeks or
months when a constant load is applied to a sample; it is
characterized by a constant creep rate.
Transient creep is triggered by any change in the applied
stress. It is characterized by fast initial rates (following a
load increase), by slow initial rates or even ‘‘reverse’’
initial rates (following a load decrease, or ‘‘stress drop’’),
as explained below. These transient rates slowly decrease
or increase to reach steady-state creep (Fig. 6).

As we are interested mainly in the MIT test, at the
beginning of which the gap between geostatic pressure and
cavern pressure is made lower, we focus on a case in which
a ‘‘stress drop’’ is applied to the sample. In some cases,
when the stress drop is large enough, sample height
increases for a while after the stress drop is applied
(Fig. 6). This phenomenon was observed during laboratory
creep tests and is referred to as ‘‘reverse creep’’ [30–33].

 0:04 m3 =day  15 m3 =year:
(20)

Fig. 6. Strain and strain rates as a function of time during a creep test.
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5.2. The mechanical behavior of a salt cavern

5.4. Constitutive modelling

The general outline for the mechanical behavior of
caverns is similar to that for a rock sample when one
considers the cavern volume loss (or increase) rate, V_ c =V c ,
instead of the sample strain-rate, _, and when one considers
the difference (PNPi) between the overburden (or
geostatic) pressure and the cavern brine pressure, instead
of the mechanical load, s, applied to a rock sample. In a
cavern, the mechanical loading is more severe when the
cavern pressure is lower.
However, there are some noteworthy differences between
the behaviors of a sample and a cavern. The elastic
behavior of a salt cavern (V_ c =V c ¼ bc p_ i ) was discussed in
Section 3.1. The steady-state behavior of a cavern is
reached when the cavern pressure is kept constant for
(many) years. The transient behavior of a cavern is more
complex than the transient behavior of a sample; in
general, its effects last much longer than in a rock sample.
In fact, one must distinguish between the ‘‘rheological’’
transient behavior (as observed during a laboratory test)
and the ‘‘geometrical’’ transient behavior of a cavern—
when cavern pressure changes, the non-uniform stress ﬁeld
around the cavern slowly changes from its initial distribution to its ﬁnal steady-state distribution, an effect that does
not exist when an uniaxial test is performed on a rock
sample. These two transient effects combine in a cavern:
the geometrical transient behavior is responsible for the
very long duration of the transient phase following a
pressure drop in the cavern. Transient reverse creep (i.e.,
cavern volume increase) is observed when the cavern
pressure suddenly increases, as described below.

5.4.1. Elastic behavior and steady-state creep
The main features of elastic behavior and steady-state
creep are captured by the following simple model
(Norton–Hoff power law):

5.3. In situ tests
Only a small amount of reliable in situ data is available.
Sonar surveys allow the shape of a cavern to be measured,
but they are of no practical use for assessing the small
volume changes experienced by a cavern during a test
lasting a few days. In fact, during most in situ mechanical
tests, one measures the evolution of wellhead pressure (in a
closed cavern) or the evolution of ﬂuid outﬂow rate (in an
opened cavern). As explained in this paper, the evolution of
such quantities is inﬂuenced by many factors. (Most often,
thermal expansion is the prominent factor.), and correct
interpretation is difﬁcult. To our knowledge, three such in
situ tests have been performed to assess the transient effect
of rapid pressure changes: the test by Hugout [34]
(described in Appendix B); a similar test by Clerc-Renaud
and Dubois [35]; and the test by Denzau and Rudolph [36],
which consists of displacing 6% of cavern brine by gas and
measuring the evolution of the gas/brine interface when the
cavern is submitted to pressure variations. In this third test,
four pressure cycles were applied during the 180-day test
period. It was observed that pressure build-up during each
injection phase led to a slight apparent increase in cavern
volume, or in situ ‘‘reverse’’ creep [36].

_ ij ¼ _ije þ _ijss ,

 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

nþ1
Q
1
q
¼ A exp 
3J 2
,
RT n þ 1 qsij
1 þ n ij n kk ij
ð21Þ
s_  s_ d ,
_ ije ¼
E
E
where J2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress
tensor, and A, n and Q/R are model parameters. The
values of these parameters were collected in Ref. [37]: for
12 different salts, the constant n is in the range n ¼ 3–6,
illustrating the highly non-linear effect of applied stress on
strain rate.

_ ijss

5.4.2. Munson transient model
The Norton–Hoff model does not account for rheological transient creep. Better accounting for in situ observations requires that transient creep be incorporated in the
constitutive model. Munson and Dawson [38] suggested
the following model:
ij

_ ¼

_ije

þ

F _ ijss

B_ ¼ ðF  1Þ_ss ;

F ¼ eDð1B=t Þ
F ¼e

2

dð1B=t Þ2

_ ss ¼ A exp 

when

Bpt ;

when

BXt ;

Q
RT

(22)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ n
3J 2 ,

t ¼ K 0 ec̄T sm and D ¼ aw þ bw Log10 ðs=mÞ; d ¼ d0
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where m ¼ E/2(1+n) and s ¼ 3J 2 . A typical (strain versus
time) curve, in the case of a two-step mechanical loading, is
sketched on Fig. 7. Note that this model accounts for
transient creep, but predicts no reverse creep (Fo0)
following a stress decrease. (Alternative transient models
have been proposed in Refs. [39,40,41].)
5.4.3. Modified version of the Munson transient model
Munson et al. [32] suggested a modiﬁed model that takes
into account the onset of ‘‘reverse creep’’ following a stress

Fig. 7. Munson–Dawson constitutive model.
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drop (which is somewhat equivalent to a rapid pressure
build-up in a closed cavern). We propose a modiﬁed version
of this law that allows for simple computations:
F ¼ 1  ð1  B=t Þp =ð1  kÞp when B4t .

(23)

Reverse creep appears when B4kt , or Fo0.
6. Examples
Pressure evolutions were computed following the pressure build-up performed at the beginning of a tightness
test. Brine warming, brine cooling following adiabatic
compression, brine permeation, transient creep and additional dissolution are assumed to have been taken into
account properly—i.e., the corrected leak equals the actual
leak. Several examples are described in Figs. 8 and 9. In all
these examples, the actual liquid leak rate is assumed to be
Qact ¼ 164 m3/year (1000 bbls/year); it is independent from
cavern depth or volume. In the right-hand side rectangle of
each ﬁgure, the effects contributing to pressure drop during
an LLT are listed; in most cases, together with the actual
leak rate (which appears in the lowest part of the
rectangle), they include such effects as transient reverse
creep, additional dissolution, transient permeation and
brine cooling following adiabatic compression, or
tr
Qapp þ Qth þ Qpre
cr ¼ Qad þ Qdis þ Qper þ Qcr þ Qact .

(24)

On the left-hand side, in the upper part of the rectangle,
phenomena contributing to pressure build-up during an
LLT are listed; in most cases, these include pre-existing
creep and brine warming. The difference between factors
contributing to pressure drop and factors contributing to
pressure build-up is the apparent leak, which appears in the
lower part of the rectangle on the left-hand side.
Comparison between the apparent leak and the actual
leak is of special interest in the context of tightness test
interpretation. Note that the effect of cavern creep was split
tr
pre
into two parts: Qcr ¼ Qpre
cr  Qcr , where Qcr 40 is the ‘‘preexisting creep rate’’ (cavern shrinkage rate before the initial
pressure build-up); and Qtr
cr 40, which is the additional
reverse creep rate (cavern volume growth rate after
pressure build-up). Because creep is a non-linear phenomenon, this difference is slightly artiﬁcial.

One day after the pressure was built up, the various
transient phenomena triggered by the pressure increase
(displayed in Fig. 8a) still played a signiﬁcant role; they
were responsible for a leak rate equal to
(9+79+3+133 ¼ )224 m3/year. Brine warming was effective (as the test was performed a few weeks after leaching
was completed) and hid a signiﬁcant portion of the leak.
Based on these ﬁgures, the actual leak rate in an LLT
(164 m3/year) would be slightly slower than the apparent
leak rate (201 m3/year, or a pressure drop rate of 0.11 MPa/
day). In an NLT, assuming, for instance, that the gas
volume is Vg ¼ 30 m3, the apparent leak (Eq. (4)) would be
Qapp ¼ 117 m3/year.
Two days later (Day 3), the effects of the transient
phenomena triggered by the test were considerably smaller;
they were now responsible for an apparent leak rate of
(4+32+3+15 ¼ )54 m3/year. Brine warming was slightly
slower than on Day 1. The apparent leak rate (54 m3/year)
underestimates the actual leak rate (164 m3/year): in this
young cavern, the effects of brine warming hide a large
portion of the actual leak (Fig. 8b). Note that during an
NLT, Qapp ¼ 55 m3/year.
6.2. Example 2—a test performed 5 years after cavern
creation
This example uses the same cavern as in Example 1
(cavern depth ¼ 600 m, cavern volume ¼ 14,137 m3). The
tightness test was performed 5 years (instead of 1 month)
after the cavern was leached out. The main differences
between Examples 1 and 2 are described below.
(1) In this relatively small cavern, 5 years after its creation,
brine warming is almost complete.
(2) One day after pressure build-up, test-triggered (reverse)
transient creep was larger (242 m3/year instead of
133 m3/year) than it was in Example 1, because the
cavern pressure was kept constant for a much longer
period (5 years instead of 1 month) before the test,
allowing steady-state stress distribution in the rock
mass to be nearly reached. The apparent leak rate is
481 m3/year (a pressure drop rate of 0.28 MPa/day).
However, transient creep rapidly vanishes: 3 days after
the test began, it is 2 m3/year (instead of 242 m3/year 1
day after the test began), Figs. 8c and d.

6.1. Example 1—a test performed before cavern
commissioning
6.3. Example 3—effect of pre-pressurization
This cavern is 600-m (2000-ft) deep and has a volume of
14,137 m3 (100,000 bbls); cavern compressibility is 4.69 m3/
MPa. It was leached out in 150 days, at which time the
brine temperature then was colder than the rock mass
temperature by 18.5 1C. One month after the cavern was
washed out, a tightness test was performed: cavern pressure
was increased through brine injection from 7.2 MPa
(halmostatic pressure at cavern depth) to 10.2 MPa (testing
pressure); brine injection lasted 2 h.

This example uses the same cavern as in Example 2 (test
performed 5 years after the cavern was leached out). Here,
the cavern was pre-pressurized to 95% of the testing
pressure. Pressure was kept constant for 15 days; at the end
of this period, cavern pressure increased to its ﬁnal level
(10.2 MPa) in 2 h. As expected, ‘‘test-triggered’’ transient
effects were much smaller in this example than in Examples
1 and 2 (Figs. 8e and f).
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Fig. 8. Examples 1, 2 and 3: Cavern depth is 600 m; volume is 14,137 m3.
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Fig. 9. Examples 4 and 5: Cavern depth is 1200 m; volume is 14,137 and 525,583 m3, respectively.

6.4. Example 4—a test performed on a deep cavern
This example uses the same cavern as in Example 1,
except that its depth is 1200 m (4000 ft) instead of 600 m.
Accordingly, the pre-test pressure was 14.4 MPa, and the
testing pressure was 20.4 MPa (i.e., both pressures twice
larger than in Examples 1 and 2). The brine warming
effects were larger than what they were in Example 1
(311 m3/year instead of 174 m3/year), because geothermal
temperature at a depth of 1200 m is warmer, resulting in a
larger temperature gap at the end of the leaching phase and
faster brine warming (33 1C, instead of 18.5 1C in Example
1). In this example, however, one day after the beginning of
the test, brine warming (pre-existing heating) was unable to

hide the effects of transient reverse creep, which are larger
in a deeper cavern. Two days later (Day 3), the transient
creep rate, which was 787 m3/year, dramatically decreased.
The apparent leak rate (11 m3/year) underestimates the
actual leak rate (164 m3/year). This case clearly illustrates
the signiﬁcance of transient creep effects in a deep cavern
(Figs. 9a and b).
6.5. Example 5—a test performed on a deep and large
cavern
The cavern depth in this example is 1200 m (4000 ft), its
volume is 525,583 m3, and its compressibility is 174.5 m3/
MPa. The cavern was washed out in 700 days and the test
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performed 5 years later. As in Example 3, there was a prepressurization period before the test (the ﬁnal testing pressure
was 20.4 MPa). In this very large cavern, brine warming was
still effective even 5 years after leaching was completed. Testtriggered effects were more-or-less proportional to cavern
volume. Although there was a 15-day pre-pressurization
period, these effects still were much larger than the effects of
the actual leak (which, in these examples, is assumed to be
independent of cavern size). The apparent leak rate after one
day is Qapp ¼ 1450 m3/year, and the pressure-drop rate is
0.012 MPa/day. In a very large cavern, this testing procedure
(pressure decrease observation, or LLT) cannot be recommended, as the apparent leak may be very different from the
actual leak. Even a long testing period (several weeks) is not
able to improve test accuracy signiﬁcantly (Fig. 9c and d).
However in an NLT, if Vg ¼ 60 m3, we get Qapp 
165 m3 =year, a ﬁgure which is close to the actual leak.
7. Conclusion
The various effects that govern cavern pressure evolution
after rapid pressure build-up have been discussed. The
effects include pre-existing and test-triggered effects. In
most cases, brine warming, rock mass creep, additional
dissolution and a possible actual leak are the main effects
to be taken into account. In other words, measurement of
wellhead pressure evolution does not allow direct assessment of the actual leak.
An attempt was made to quantify these effects. Brine
warming can be accounted for (or measured) appropriately, much as heat transfer can be described by a robust
set of equations. The overall effect of additional dissolution
can be assessed correctly, as it can be described via massbalance equations and the brine equation of state. The rate
of dissolution is more difﬁcult to describe. Transient creep,
in many cases, is the pre-eminent phenomenon. It has been
proven that a convincing interpretation of in situ tests can
be reached when reverse creep is taken into account.
In conclusion, the liquid-leak mechanical integrity test
cannot be considered to be a reliable tightness test when large
caverns are considered. In smaller caverns, correct interpretation requires measurement of the cavern brine-temperature
evolution and inclusion of a pre-pressurization period before
the test, to allow most of the transient effects to dissipate.
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Appendix A. Corrected and apparent leaks during an NLT
A.1. Gas equation of state
During an NLT, the annular space is ﬁlled with nitrogen
(see Fig. 1). The pressure distribution of nitrogen, or
Pg ¼ Pg(z,t), can be obtained easily through the equilibrium equation, qPg/qz ¼ rgg (z ¼ depth below ground
surface, g ¼ gravitational acceleration constant, rg ¼ gas
density), provided that the gas pressure at the wellhead,
Pwh
the
nitrogen
state
equation,
g ¼ Pg ðz ¼ 0; tÞ,
rg ¼ rg(Pg,Tg) (Tg ¼ absolute temperature) and the
geothermal temperature distribution, T g ¼ T R ¼ T 1
R ðzÞ,
are known. At a ﬁrst approximation, the nitrogen
state equation can be written as Pg ¼ rgrgTg, T g ¼
T R ¼ T 0R þ G th z, where Gth is the geothermal gradient.
Then,


1 qrg
1 qPg
1 qT g
g
1
th
¼

¼
G
.
(A.1)
rg qz
Pg qz
T g qz
rg
Tg
Thus, when g/rg ¼ 3.3  102 1C/m and the geothermal
gradient is Gth ¼ 3  102 1C/m, only a small error is
introduced when assuming the gas density to be uniform
along the well:
rg ðz; tÞ ¼ rg T 0g Pwh
g ðtÞ.

(A.2)

This assumption considerably simpliﬁes further calculations. A more precise description of gas-pressure distribution in the well can be obtained easily by using a computer
[19]. For nitrogen, rg T 0g  11:5 m3 =kg MPa.
A.2. Pressure equilibrium
Let h be the brine/nitrogen interface depth. At interface
depth, the brine and nitrogen pressures are equal to Pint
g ; let
wh
Pwh
b and Pg be the brine pressure and nitrogen pressure as
measured at the wellhead in the central tubing and in the
annular space, respectively:
int
wh
int
Pwh
b þ rb gh ¼ Pg þ rg gh ¼ Pg ¼ 1=bg ,

(A.3)

where rg and rb are the average gas density and brine
int
density, respectively, and bint
g ¼ 1=Pg is the (isothermal)
gas compressibility.
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Let h0 be the interface depth at the beginning of the test
(after the initial pressure increase to test pressure). S is the
annular cross-sectional area at interface depth, and V g ¼
V 0g þ Sðh  h0 Þ is the gas volume. V 0g is the initial gas
volume (when h ¼ h0). The evolution of the gas mass
contained in the well results from possible leaks (Qact is the
actual leak rate.):
_ g ¼ r_ g V g þ rg V_ g ¼ rg Qact .
m

(A.4)
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A.4. Other factors

B.1. Introduction

a ﬁgure consistent with back-of-the-envelope calculations
(see Section 4.2), and a brine outﬂow rate of Qth ¼
100–105 l/day was expected. (Actual brine outﬂow was a
little larger during Days 50–93, as brine warming was
faster; cavern shrinkage due to creep also was inﬂuential.)
The annular space was ﬁlled with a light hydrocarbon
(with a density of rh ¼ 850 kg/m3). Hydrocarbon pressure
at the wellhead was approximately ðPwh
hyd ¼ ðrb 
rh ÞgH ¼Þ 3:4 MPa. (No pressure existed at the brine-ﬁlled
central tube wellhead, which was opened to atmosphere,
allowing brine to ﬂow from the cavern). On Day 93, a valve
was opened at the wellhead to partially remove the
hydrocarbon. Hydrocarbon pressure at the wellhead
suddenly dropped to atmospheric pressure, and the air/
brine interface in the central string dropped by hint ¼
Pwh
hyd =rb g ¼ 290 m to balance the pressure drop in the
annular space (Fig. 10a).
The hydrocarbon outﬂow rate was measured from Day
93 to Day 254 (Fig. 11). Over 12 days, the hydrocarbon
ﬂow rate was very fast, a clear sign of large transient effects
in the cavern. (The main effects during this period are
transient creep and additional crystallization.) The ﬂow
more-or-less stabilized after this initial period and was
larger than the brine ﬂow before the pressure drop, clear
proof of the effect of cavern pressure on cavern creep rate.
(At a depth of 950 m, the geostatic pressure is
PN ¼ 21 MPa. The cavern pressure was P1i ¼ 11:4 MPa
before the pressure drop and P0i ¼ 11.43.4 ¼ 8 MPa after
the pressure drop.)
The initial cavern pressure, P1i ¼ P0i þ p1i ¼ 11:4 MPa,
was restored on Day 253. This phase of the test is of special
interest because it simulates the effect of a rapid increase in
cavern pressure during a MIT test. The annular space was
closed at the wellhead, and the central tubing was ﬁlled
with brine (Fig. 10b). The injected volume was vinj
0 . After
this injection was completed, the brine level dropped in the
central tubing (an effect of additional dissolution and
transient cavern creep, Fig. 10c). Every 24 h, brine was
added to ﬁll the central tubing. The daily amount of added
brine gradually decreased as the transient effects slowly

We consider an in situ test, ﬁrst described by Hugout
[34], which illustrates the various factors described above.
The EZ53 cavern was leached out during Spring 1982 from
the Etrez salt formation in France, where Gaz de France
operates natural-gas storage caverns. It is a small brineﬁlled cavern (Vc ¼ 75007500 m3), with an average depth
of H ¼ 950 m. At this depth, the rock temperature is
TR ¼ 45 1C. At the end of the leaching phase, the average
cavern brine temperature was T 0i ¼ 26:5  C. The cavern
was kept idle after the leaching phase was completed. The
cavern brine slowly warmed, and the temperature was
recorded periodically. Brine warming results in brine
outﬂow from the open wellhead. On September 8, 1982
(Day 94 after leaching ended), the cavern brine temperature
was 35.22 1C; it was 36.09 1C on Day 123. The average rate
of temperature increase during this period was 0.03 1C/day,

Fig. 10. Movements of brine and fuel-oil in the well during the EZ53 Test.

Let Q be the sum of all factors contributing to the
apparent leak (other than the actual leak). Any change
h_ ¼ Qapp =S in interface position results, on one hand,
from changes in brine or cavern volumes (Q) and, on the
other hand, from changes in cavern brine pressure
wh
(P_ i ¼ P_ b ):
wh
Qapp ¼ Sh_ ¼ Q þ bV c P_ b .

(A.5)

A.5. Interface rise rate
Combining Eq. (A.2) with Eq. (A.5) yields:
Q=bV c þ Qact =bg V g
¼ Qapp ð1=bV c þ 1=bg V g þ ðrb  rg Þg=SÞ.

ðA:6Þ

For illustration purposes, it is useful to present some orders
of magnitude. We assume that S (the cross-sectional area
of the cavern neck) is not very small—for example,
3
0
3
S41 m2, Pint
g ¼ 20 MPa, V g ¼ 40 m , rg ¼ 230 kg=m ,
and (rbrb)g/S is much smaller than 1/bgVg, resulting in


Q=bV c þ Qact bg V g  Qapp 1=bV c þ 1=bg V g .
(A.7)
In other words, the apparent leak rate, or Qapp (which can
be inferred readily from the gas/brine interface displace_ is a certain average of the actual leak
ment, Qapp ¼ Sh),
rate (Qact) and the rate of the other factors (Q) weighted by
gas stiffness (1/bgVg) and cavern stiffness (1/bVc), respectively. When the cavern is large (say, Vc450,000 m3),
1/bVco0.05 MPa/m3, 1/bgVg ¼ 0.5 MPa/m3, and QactE
Qapp. In a large cavern, an NLT is much easier to interpret
than an LLT, as the actual leak is close to the apparent
leak.
Appendix B. Test of the EZ 53 cavern
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Fig. 11. Observed liquid outﬂow rate.

vanished. Eventually, 10 days after the ﬁrst ﬁlling took
place (Day 263), brine again was expelled from the
wellhead (Fig. 10d). After Day 265, a constant brine-ﬂow
rate was observed, equivalent to 52 l/day. The difference
between the 100 l/day outﬂow observed before the pressure
drop (Day 93) and the 52 l/day observed a couple of weeks
after cavern pressure was restored (Day 270) is due to brine
thermal expansion being less and less active.
We focus now on the transient phenomena, which are
especially effective during the period of Day 253–264.
During this period, brine was injected into (Days 253–262)
or expelled from (Days 263 and 264) the cavern. The total
amount of brine injected (+) or withdrawn () during this
period was measured carefully:
vinj  vinj
0 ¼ þ 393 þ 222 þ 171 þ 138 þ 32 þ 32

phase, brine was poured into the central tubing, resulting in
an increase in cavern pressure by p1i ¼ 3:4 l MPa. The
injection was rapid; no additional dissolution had time to
take place during the injection. In the following days, brine
was injected into the cavern to keep the cavern pressure
constant, or pi ¼ p1i . The volume of brine that must be
injected to balance the effect of additional dissolution,
which is completed 12 days after pressure increased
(Consider Eq. (12), Section 4.3, make pi ¼ p1i ¼ vinj
0 =bV c ,
v ¼ 0, c ¼ csat), is vdis ¼ ðas  $  bb ÞV 0c p1i , or 444 l when
V 0c ¼ 7500 m3 and p1i ¼ 3:4 MPa. In other words, transient
creep is responsible for a cavern volume increase of
0 1
vinj  vinj
0  ðas  $  bb ÞV c pi ¼ 1700444 ¼ 1350 l (or a
4
fraction of 1.8  10 of the overall volume). This volume
increase is spread over a 12-day time period. After this
period, cavern volume again decreases.

þ 33 þ 33 þ 33 þ 68  31  48 ¼ 1077 l:
(Note how rapidly the injected brine ﬂow-rate decreases at
the beginning of this transient phase.)
B.2. Thermal expansion and additional dissolution
During the same 12-day period (Day 253–264), the brine
ﬂow expelled due to brine warming should have been 52 l/
day (as it would be a few days later), or 624 l during the 12day period. As a whole, the cavern volume increase is V fc 
V 0c ¼ 1077 þ 624 ¼ 1700 l: A part of this volume increase is
due to additional dissolution. At the beginning of this

B.3. Transient creep
In order to analyze the effects of transient creep,
numerical computations were performed. The pressure
history is as for the actual test. Cavern creation is simulated
by a 3-month long (from Day 90 to Day 0) linear
decrease in cavern pressure from the geostatic ﬁgure to
P1i ¼ 11:4 MPa; this pressure is kept constant from Day 0
to Day 93, then lowered to P0i ¼ 8 MPa from Day 93 to
Day 253, and increased again to P0i þ p1i ¼ 11:4 MPa on
Day 253. The brine temperature at the end of the leaching
phase is T 0i ¼ 26:5  C. Brine warming and additional
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Fig. 12. Expelled liquid rate when the Norton–Hoff (steady-state) constitutive law is considered.

Fig. 13. Expelled liquid rate when the Munson modiﬁed constitutive law is considered.
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dissolution or crystallization (following a pressure change)
are taken into account. Transient mechanical behavior is
taken into account successively through two constitutive
laws: the Norton–Hoff (steady-state) constitutive law
and the (modiﬁed) Munson–Dawson transient law (see
Section 5).
The ﬁrst model (Fig. 12) takes into account brine
thermal expansion, additional dissolution and steady-state
creep (Norton–Hoff law—i.e., no rheological transient
behavior; see Section 5.4.2). The parameters of the
mechanical model were E ¼ 25,000 MPa, n ¼ 0.25,
A ¼ 0.64/MPa3.1-year, n ¼ 3.1, Q/R ¼ 4100 K; these ﬁgures were obtained from laboratory tests performed on
Etrez salt samples [42–43] and ﬁt remarkably well to the
results of in situ tests performed 8 years after leaching was
completed by Brouard [44]. The model is not able to
describe the transient evolutions following pressure
changes.
The second model (Fig. 13) includes the ‘‘modiﬁed’’
Munson–Dawson transient creep model (see Section 5.4.3).
The parameters for this model were m ¼ 3.5,
Ko ¼ 6.7  1011/MPa3.5, c̄ ¼ 0:0315=K, aw ¼ 10, bw ¼ 0,
d ¼ 0.58. These ﬁgures were obtained partly from laboratory tests performed on Etrez salt; ﬁgures published in the
literature [45] also were used, as the Etrez salt data base
was too small.
In order to reach a better description of transient reverse
creep following cavern pressure build-up, this second
model (Fig. 13) includes the modified Munson–Dawson
law (see Section 5.4.4). Model parameters are p ¼ 5 and
k ¼ 4. These ﬁgures result partly from a (single) creep test
that included a stress drop performed on an Etrez salt
sample. Back-calculations also were used to reach better
agreement with in situ data. The effects of a pressure drop
or a pressure increase are both captured correctly (compare
Figs. 11 and 13).
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